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Maintenance logistics support is a significant challenge for extended human operations
in space, especially for missions beyond Low Earth Orbit (LEO). For missions to Mars
(such as NASA’s Evolvable Mars Campaign (EMC)), where timely resupply or abort in
the event of emergency will not be possible, maintenance logistics mass is directly linked
to the Probability of Loss of Crew (P(LoC)), and the cost of driving down risk is an
exponential increase in mass requirements. The logistics support strategies that have
maintained human operations in LEO will not be effective for these deep space missions.
In-Space Manufacturing (ISM) is a promising technological solution that could reduce
logistics requirements, mitigate risks, and augment operational capabilities, enabling Earth-
independent human spaceflight. This paper reviews maintenance logistics challenges for
spaceflight operations in LEO and beyond, and presents a summary of selected results
from a systems analysis of potential ISM applications for the ISS and EMC. A quantitative
modeling framework and sample assessment of maintenance logistics and risk reduction
potential of this new technology is also presented and discussed.
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IVA Intravehicular Maintenance
LEO Low Earth Orbit
MEL Master Equipment List
MTBF Mean Time Between Failures
NRC National Research Council
OGA Oxygen Generation Assembly
P(LoC) Probability of Loss of Crew
P(LoM) Probability of Loss of Mission
PMF Probability Mass Function
POS Probability of Sufficiency
PRA Probabilistic Risk Assessment
UPA Urine Processor Assembly
WPA Water Processor Assembly
I. Introduction
Extended human operations in space - both in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and beyond - require significantlogistics support. On the International Space Station (ISS), spare parts, tools, consumables, and other
useful components are periodically shipped from the Earth into space aboard a diverse fleet of government and
commercial resupply vehicles. For human missions to Mars, such as those described by NASA’s Evolvable
Mars Campaign (EMC), periodic resupply of this kind will not be possible. Longer mission endurances
increase the probability that failures will occur, and therefore increase the logistics mass that must be
carried to account for them. In addition, the lack of timely abort options on these Mars missions that would
return the crew safely to the Earth in case of an emergency (options which are available on the ISS) increases
the criticality of various system failures. Overall, logistics represent a significant operational expense for the
ISS and a major challenge to safe and affordable human exploration beyond ISS.1–5
In-Space Manuacturing (ISM) is a promising technological solution that could reduce the logistics foot-
print of human operations in space, reduce risks, and augment operational capabilities beyond that which
can be achieved with a purely Earth-based supply chain. Recent technological advances in fields such as
Additive Manufacturing (AM) have resulted in compact, self-contained manufacturing systems that can be
deployed within a spacecraft environment to produce useful components in-situ, using raw materials that
could be launched from Earth, recycled from obsolete or failed components, or produced using In-Situ Re-
source Utilization (ISRU) technology.6 The 3D Printing in Zero-G (3DP) technology demonstration mission
on the ISS has demonstrated ISM technology in an orbital environment, and ongoing technology development
will expand manufacturing capabilities in terms of materials selection, precision, size, and complexity, among
others.7,8 The development of new capabilities and the design of systems and mission plans that exploit
these new capabilities must be guided by holistic systems analysis that considers cost, risk, and performance
impacts in terms of mission-level metrics. The examination and modeling of the impacts of ISM in a systems
context allows its consideration in system trade studies, which can then inform technology, system, and
mission development efforts.9
This paper presents a summary of selected results from a systems analysis of potential ISM applications
for the ISS and EMC performed in support of the Human Exploration and Operations Mission Directorate
(HEOMD) Advanced Exploration Systems (AES) ISM Project. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section II presents an overview and discussion of the maintenance logistics and risk challenges of
spaceflight, including experience and lessons learned from ISS operations and their implications for future
deep space missions. Section III presents a brief overview of proposed applications of ISM in spaceflight,
along with a discussion of their potential impacts. Section IV presents a quantitative modeling approach to
asses logistics requirements with and without ISM and/or materials recycling, including assessment of the
impact of parameter uncertainty. A case study is presented that examines the trade between maintenance
logistics and risk for the EMC Deep Space Habitat (DSH) on a Mars transit mission and how it is impacted
by ISM. Section V discusses the results of the case study presented in section IV as well as more qualitative
considerations described in sections II and III, and section VI summarizes the results of this paper and
presents conclusions.
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II. Maintenance Logistics and Risk Challenges
All human spaceflight experience has been relatively close to home, and has made use of regular resupply
opportunities and quick abort options to mitigate risk associated with maintenance. The Apollo missions,
the most distant human spaceflight missions to date, were all short-duration, and had the option to return
to Earth in a matter of days in the event of an emergency. This abort capability enabled the safe return the
crew of Apollo 13 after catastrophic failure on board their spacecraft. More recently, long-duration human
spaceflight on the ISS has been supported by on-board storage of a large number of spares, regular resupply
missions from Earth, and from LEO the crew have the ability to abort and return to Earth within hours.
Future missions will send humans farther from Earth than they have ever gone before, and they will remain
in deep space – beyond the reach of timely resupply and without the option of a quick abort home – for
significantly longer than previous missions. The lack of abort and resupply options for deep space missions
presents a very significant logistics and risk challenge for future missions, and creates a situation that has
never before been encountered in human spaceflight.1–3,10
A. Duration vs. Endurance
Here it is important to distinguish between long-duration spaceflight and long-endurance spaceflight.
Duration refers to the time between mission start and end, and in the human spaceflight context is often
used to refer to the total amount of time the crew spends in space, or the amount of time that the ISS is
continuously occupied. Endurance, on the other hand, represents the amount of time that a system must
go without resupply.11 For many human spaceflight missions, such as Apollo and Shuttle, duration and
endurance are equivalent – and both are short. For the ISS, however, endurance is much shorter than
duration due to the regular resupply flights from the ground. Though crews have maintained a presence in
space on the ISS for a decade and a half, and some have spent nearly a year in space, all of these missions
were supported by resupply flights that occurred every few months. As a result, these long-duration missions
have a short endurance.
This distinction between duration and endurance is important because endurance is the driving factor
for maintenance logistics requirements, not duration. When a failure occurs, there is typically some time
to impact between the actual time of failure and the time at which the impact of that failure becomes
critical. For short-endurance missions, or missions with abort and on-demand resupply opportunities, this
time between failure occurrence and critical impact can allow the use of these options to mitigate risk to
the crew. For long-endurance missions, however, the lack of abort and resupply options (or severely limited
options, if they exist) may mean that the time between failure occurrence and critical impact may be shorter
than the time required to use these options. As a result, the criticality of failures on long-endurance missions
is increased. Humans have accumulated long-duration spaceflight experience, but have not yet experienced
long-endurance spaceflight on the scales that will be required to go to Mars and back. The EMC DSH,
for example, must be able to support the crew for 1,100 days in space without resupply for a Mars transit
mission (round trip, including time in Mars orbit as a safe haven),12 over 12 times longer than the typical 3
month resupply interval for the ISS.
B. ISS Experience and Implications for Future Missions
1. High Maintenance Mass Requirement
Even in LEO, with ready access to the ground for logistics support and quick abort options, the ISS
requires a very significant amount of maintenance logistics mass. Figure 1 shows the estimated ISS mainte-
nance logistics requirements for 2012-2020, calculated by Cirillo et al.2 using predicted Mean Time Between
Failures (MTBF) data from ISS estimates in 2011. Over 13,000kg of on-orbit spares are provisioned to cover
potential failures, and nearly 18,000kg are kept ready on the ground, to be flown if necessary; in total, over
31,000kg of spares are kept available to respond to maintenance demands.2 A small number of very large
items does drive this mass upwards, and not all items that are spared for on the ISS will be carried on a
Mars transit mission. However, figure 1 is indicative of the current state of maintenance logistics supply,
and provides context for the challenges that will be faced in the future.
High logistics mass alone is a significant issue for future missions, but figure 1 also illustrates one of
the primary challenges of maintenance logistics: though a large amount of spares mass is required to cover
potential failures, only a relatively small amount of that mass is expected to actually be used. This is a
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Figure 1. Estimated ISS maintenance logistics for 2012-2020, including ground storage, upmass, on-orbit storage, and
expected utilization. Over 13,000kg of spares on-orbit, along with nearly 18,000kg on the ground, are required to
support human spaceflight operations, even in LEO.2
result of aleatoric uncertainty in item failures and maintenance demands. Failure processes are inherently
stochastic – mission planners cannot predict ahead of time exactly how many times a particular item will
fail, they can only calculate a distribution representing the number of failures that may be experienced. The
total expected number of failures (and therefore spares mass required) may be low, but exactly which items
will fail is unknown. Since a particular spare can only cover one type of failure (or, in the case of common
components, some subset of possible failures), spares have to be carried that will not be used in order to
drive down risk. As a result, the efficiency of maintenance logistics mass – defined as the percentage of
mass carried that is actually used – is fairly low when traditional sparing approaches are used. For example,
Cirillo et al. estimated that more than 95% of spares manifested for corrective maintenance would not be
used.2 In LEO, when regular resupply flights can replenish spares stockpiles when a failure occurs, risk can
be covered by a small number of on-board spares that are replaced when they are used. This option will
not be available on deep space missions, and therefore spares stockpiles will have to cover multiple failures
of the same component, which will result in an increase in mass.
2. Unanticipated Issues
In addition to logistics challenges from anticipated failures, ISS experience has shown that unanticipated
issues arise during the operation of complex spacecraft systems, even after years of testing and on-orbit
experience. This is particularly true for the regenerative Environmental Control and Life Support (ECLS)
systems, which are critical for crew survival. Do11 compiled a summary of major issues experienced by ISS
regenerative ECLS, including:
• damage to Carbon Dioxide Removal Assembly (CDRA) check valves caused by dust and debris from
sorbent pellets,13,14
• failure of the Urine Processor Assembly (UPA) distillation assembly caused by precipitation of calcium
sulfate due to unexpectedly high concentrations of calcium in astronaut urine (a result of bone loss in
the microgravity environment), forcing a reduction in water recovery rate,15,16
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• degradation of Water Processor Assembly (WPA) catalytic reactor seals caused by prolonged exposure
to reactor operating temperatures, resulting in water leakage,16 and
• multiple failures of the UPA Fluids Control and Pump Assembly (FCPA) due to manufacturing and
assembly errors, including insufficient lubrication, parts misalignment during assembly, and incorrect
machining resulting from misinterpretation of design drawings.16
These unanticipated failures often result from environmental interactions or manufacturing defects, and
have typically been addressed in the short term with operational workarounds that accept degraded system
performance. In the longer term, systems and components are redesigned (or new components are added to
the system) in order to implement a more permanent fix. All of these solutions rely extensively on ground
support, either to make up for degraded performance or to supply new parts, and these options will not be
available on deep space missions. The fact that unanticipated issues continue to appear after years of ISS
operations implies that very extensive all-up systems testing in a relevant environment will be required to try
to identify as many of these issues as possible; however, it is unlikely that all eventualities can be identified
and mitigated ahead of time for a multi-year mission to a new destination.
3. Parameter Uncertainty
The aleatoric uncertainty that is inherent to maintenance demand forecasting is compounded by epistemic
uncertainty in our knowledge of key parameters, especially component failure rates. The ISS has been
and continues to be an excellent and necessary testbed that can be used to gather data on component
performance and reliability in a spaceflight environment. However, the sample size available for analysis is
extremely limited, with only one instance of most systems implemented on one space station, often for less
than a decade.17 As a result, the statistical significance of data used for estimates of component reliability
is limited, and may be based heavily on prior assumptions even with the Bayesian MTBF updating process
that is implemented.18 This low sample size means that significant uncertainty remains in failure rate
estimates. In addition, the operating environment of future systems will be different from LEO, especially
for missions to Mars. These different environments may impact component reliability and represent an
additional uncertainty that must be taken into account.
Stromgren et al.19 examined this uncertainty by looking at variation in MTBF estimates for ISS compo-
nents from their initial values. While approximately 85% of components experienced an increase in reliability
(higher MTBF), 15% experienced lower-than-expected reliability. Due to the asymmetric impacts of vari-
ations in reliability, lower reliability in even a few components can significantly degrade overall system
reliability, even if other components become more reliable.19,20 As a result, the general effect of this param-
eter uncertainty is an increase in the amount of mass required to achieve a given risk target (the relationship
between mass and risk is discussed in greater detail in section C). A more detailed analysis and discussion
of the impacts of MTBF uncertainty is presented by Stromgren et al.19
C. Direct Link Between Mass and Risk to Crew for Exploration Missions
A key metric for spares manifesting is Probability of Sufficiency (POS), or the probability that enough
spares are provided to cover all failures during the mission.21 For missions in LEO such as the ISS, POS is
mostly decoupled from Probability of Loss of Crew (P(LoC)) because new spares can be provided on demand
if supplies run short. In an extreme case, the crew always has the option to abort and return to Earth. For
deep space missions, however, these options will not be available. Insufficient spares could result in loss of
function in a critical system, which would then lead to loss of crew since the timescales for resupply or abort
are much longer than the timescales of failure impacts. As a result, the crew’s probability of survival is
directly related to the amount of spare parts and other maintenance equipment they have available to them,
as well as redundancy and contingency supplies. Mathematically, POS for critical systems provides a bound
on P(LoC):22
P (LoC)≥1− POS (1)
This is because system failure due to insufficient spares is only one of many situations that could lead to loss
of crew, and is therefore only one of many contributors to this risk. In this paper, we refer to this bound
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(1 - POS) as the maintenance logistics contribution to P(LoC). When other, non-maintenance sources of
risk are included (e.g. launch, radiation, Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL), and other general medical
risks), P(LoC) will increase. This bounding has significant implications for maintenance logistics planning
for missions without abort or resupply, since the amount (and therefore mass) of spares and contingency
supplies provided sets a limit on the minimum risk that can be achieved for that mission. In addition, as
shown in 3, the cost of decreasing risk is exponential growth in maintenance logistics mass.
D. Challenges for Future Missions
The heavily Earth-dependent maintenance logistics support strategy utilized by the ISS will not be
effective for future deep space missions. Logistics requirements will increase as mission endurances get longer,
and the implementation of new systems to reduce consumables logistics (especially for ECLS) typically incurs
additional maintenance logistics demand, under some conditions to the point where the additional mass of the
additional system and spare parts outweighs the mass of consumables saved by those new systems. For long
endurance missions, spare parts can account for more than half of the total logistics mass for ECLS systems
alone.22 The concept of increasing reliability to reduce logistics mass is likely not an effective solution, since
it has marginal returns and incurs exponential cost and significant amounts of testing time.20 In addition,
uncertainty will increase as planning horizons are extended to multi-year missions, and as systems begin
operating in environments that are not as well understood. An unexpected anomaly that can be adapted to
in LEO may be a critical failure for a Mars mission, where abort and resupply are not an option. Degraded
system operation may result in insufficient consumables for the crew. If a new failure mode appears that
reduces the reliability and lifetime of all components of a particular type (such as dust damage to CDRA
valves), the spares that were provided at the start of the mission may no longer be sufficient to cover all
failures. Without the ability to adapt to unexpected circumstances, the risk reduction value of traditional
spare parts can be significantly reduced by common cause failures.23
Given these challenges, changes to the current approach to system maintainability need to be made in
order to lower cost and risk and enable future missions. Specifically, new systems and maintenance paradigms
need to be developed that:
• reduce maintenance logistics required to cover risks,
• provide risk coverage that is robust to parameter uncertainty and environmental impacts on reliability
during operations, and
• enable resilient systems that can adapt and mitigate risks associated with unanticipated circumstances.
ISM is one option that has the potential to address these challenges.
III. Potential Benefits of In-Space Manufacturing
This section presents a brief overview of potential applications of ISM that have been proposed and a
discussion of how they might impact spaceflight logistics and operations. This is not meant to be an ex-
haustive review, simply a set of example cases focused on applications related to Intravehicular Maintenance
(IVA) maintenance. A more extensive review focusing on applications of AM for spaceflight was published
by the National Research Council (NRC) in 2014.6 While AM is a very attractive technology to implement
as an ISM capability, and current implementations of ISM on the ISS are AM-based systems – namely, the
3DP technology demonstration and the commercial Additive Manufacturing Facility (AMF) – it is important
to keep in mind that ISM and AM are two different things. ISM is the manufacturing of items in space,
via whatever means are available; AM is more specifically the production of items using additive processes.
ISM can be AM, but does not necessarily have to be. Similarly, AM can provide value to spaceflight efforts
whether it is implemented in space or not.
A. Logistics Reduction
One of the major benefits of an ISM capability is the fact that it allows on-demand manufacturing of
spares, which means that raw materials are only specialized into specific components when needed. This
“just-in-time” manufacturing capability provides a flexibility in maintenance logistics planning that helps
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reduce uncertainty, thereby reducing the number of items that need to be held in a spares inventory. Whereas
a spare part can only cover a single type of failure (or a subset of failures, if commonality is implemented), a
manufacturing capability would be able to cover several different types of failures using the same undifferenti-
ated mass.9,24–26 Put another way, ISM enables commonality of material rather than commonality of design
– raw materials can be converted into specific components in response to specific failures, enabling the mass
reduction benefits of design while avoiding the need to enforce common design for different applications. As
a result, the risk reduction per unit mass of raw materials is higher than for discrete spares, since those raw
materials provide a broad risk coverage.9
ISM can also simplify inventory management, both in terms of operational complexity and in terms of
stowage volume and mass overhead. With an ISM capability, the number of different types of spares that
need to be managed could be reduced; instead, the inventory management system would track aggregate
stores of raw materials.27 In addition, raw materials tend to be much more volumetrically compact than
spare parts, reducing stowage volume requirements. In 2014, the NRC estimated that raw material for
AM could be packaged for launch at densities 100 times greater than current capabilities.6 Raw materials
are also likely to be much more robust to launch loads than completed spares, which would further reduce
packaging overhead by reducing the need for launch supports or foam.25 In addition to increasing launch
volumetric efficiency, this increased density could also enable increased habitable volume for the crew or
smaller spacecraft overall for future missions.6,7, 27,28
As noted in section II, one of the traditional approaches to logistics reduction for consumables related
to ECLS or propulsion is recycling or ISRU. While these approaches can be extremely effective at reducing
logistics requirements related to chemicals, recycling or ISRU cannot be applied to maintenance logistics
unless a manufacturing capability is also available since the end goal is a physical component with a specific
geometry. With ISM, however, these options – and the associated logistics reduction benefits – become
available. Materials recycling could “close the loop” on spare parts and allow the same raw material to be
used multiple times, significantly reducing logistics requirements.6,25,29–31 This materials recycling could be
applied to re-manufacture failed components into new components, or it could enable system reconfiguration,
where components are recycled into different elements as the mission moves through different phases in order
to adapt to current conditions. Materials recycling could also take advantage of obsolete or defunct spacecraft
from previous missions, since they likely represent the highest concentration of preprocessed aerospace-
grade material that will be found outside the atmosphere.30 Scavenging materials and components from
a predeployment system could enable the raw materials of a Mars lander or a spent in-space propulsion
stage to be part of the logistics for a mission to Mars. This type of materials scavenging may in practice be
similar to the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Phoenix program, which is looking at
repurposing valuable components from retired satellite systems.6 Materials recycling also provides a means
to reduce waste stowage and disposal requirements, which may be valuable from a planetary protection
perspective for surface missions.25 ISRU for manufacturing has the potential to eliminate, rather than
reduce, the need to launch some materials from Earth in the first place. This could result in very significant
mass reductions, especially for long missions with heavily-constrained resupply options.6,7, 24,30
B. Adaptability
ISM also provides the capability to adapt to changing circumstances. Rather than being constrained to
the set of spares that were provided at the start of the mission, the crew could use ISM to create a new
item (or adjust the design of an existing one), potentially defeating common cause failures and allowing the
system to evolve and adjust to unanticipated conditions. In addition, ISM allows rebalancing of maintenance
logistics resources (i.e. raw materials) in response to variation in component failure rates; mass that was
initially allocated for a spare that experiences better-than-planned reliability can be reallocated to cover
failures of a spare that experiences worse-than-planned reliability.
Replacement components manufactured via ISM could be full, nominal replacements, with equivalent or
near-equivalent properties to the original component. However, they could also be contingency options, or
temporary solutions that allow the system to continue functioning in a degraded state until a more permanent
solution can be developed.7,27,32 This palliative approach to maintenance mimics biological responses to
damage, allowing the system to first mitigate the impacts of a failure with a temporary fix (i.e. a part with
lower quality than a standard part) before implementing a longer-term solution.32 A temporary fix may
relax the requirements placed on an ISM system,7 making ISM easier to implement in the near term and
enabling utilization while more advanced manufacturing capabilities are being developed. For example, it
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may be that a plastic part manufactured via fused filament deposition – a process that has already been
demonstrated on orbit by 3DP – could be used as a temporary solution to an emerging issue on the ISS while
the crew waits for a more permanent solution to be delivered from the ground. This palliative capability
would allow the system to adapt and mitigate the impacts of failures in the short term, potentially reducing
system downtime and allowing the resumption of operations without requiring a resupply or time-consuming
operational workarounds.
C. Novel Capabilities
ISM is a means to remove constraints from space systems design, particularly those related to launch. A
system manufactured in space does not have to survive launch loads (acceleration or vibration), nor does it
have to fit within a launch fairing. If AM is used, many geometry constraints associated with manufacturing
limitations may also be removed. This new design freedom enables re-optimization of system design that
may significantly reduce mass or enable entirely new capabilities.6,7, 25,27,28
AM has enabled significant new manufacturing capabilities on the ground and could provide similar
benefits in space. For example, re-optimization of a structural element to take advantage of the design
flexibility provided by AM resulted in an element that could support the same structural loads while using
75% less mass.33 AM can also enable parts consolidation, where parts that due to manufacturing constraints
would previously need to be bolted or welded together can now be manufactured as a single piece. For
example, recent efforts to produce a rocket fuel pump using AM have enabled a 45% reduction in the number
of parts required.34 A reduction in parts count can help simplify assembly and maintenance processes and
reduce the number of attachment points within a system, which could reduce system complexity and save
crew time.26,30,35 A combination of these two capabilities was recently demonstrated when a spacecraft
bracket was re-optimized for AM. The removal of manufacturing constraints allowed the original part –
which had required 4 pieces and 44 rivets – to be redesigned into a single part, resulting in a 35% reduction
in mass as well as a 40% increase in stiffness.36
A similar optimization could be applied to spacecraft structures or components in space, with the only
forces included being the forces it will experience during operations. A system that will spend its entire
operating lifetime in a microgravity environment does not need to be able to withstand launch loads if it can
be manufactured in that environment. This capability could, for example, enable hyper-efficient structural
design to create low inert mass fraction spacecraft or in-space propulsion systems, which could produce
compounding benefits from reduction in propellant mass requirements.
IV. Quantitative Assessment of Logistics and Risk Impacts
To quantify the impact of ISM on maintenance logistics mass requirements, this paper examines the
impact of ISM on the total logistics mass required to achieve a given risk target. The mission profile analyzed
here examines the EMC DSH on a nominal 1,100 day mission to Mars and back, calculating spare parts
requirements for critical systems – including ECLS (atmosphere control, thermal control, and water recovery
and management), attitude and rate determination, command and data handling, communications and
tracking, and power – for both corrective maintenance (i.e. random failures) and preventative maintenance
(i.e. scheduled repair). The three cases examined are:
• Traditional Spares: spare parts manufactured on Earth are manifested, and no ISM capability is
available.
• ISM: a notional ISM capability is provided that uses raw materials brought from Earth. For the pur-
poses of this paper, the ISM capability covers primarily items related to fluid flow, including plumbing,
ducting, fans, heat exchangers, tanks, and valves (in total, approximately 33% of line items in the
Master Equipment List (MEL)).
• ISM + Recycling: the ISM capability described above is augmented with the capability to recycle
raw materials. It is assumed that material from failed spares can be recycled back into usable feedstock
up to 10 times.
The notional ISM and recycling capabilities represented in these cases are meant as examples only, and do not
represent a claim that the ability to manufacture these items currently exists. The purpose of the analyses
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presented here is to examine the value that such a capability could provide if it could be developed. For
each case, the total mass of spares and ISM feedstock required is calculated, along with packaging overhead.
Note that the mass of emplaced systems are not included, nor is the mass of the ISM/recycling system or
the spares required to maintain them. These results indicate the change in maintenance logistics mass when
ISM and/or feedstock recycling are available, and this reduction in logistics mass can be thought of as the
mass budget to implement these systems.
A range of POS values between 0.9 and 0.999999 is examined, corresponding to a maintenance logistics
contribution to P(LoC) ranging from 10−1 to 10−6. For each risk level, a spares manifest is first calculated
using deterministic MTBF estimates, then a Monte Carlo simulation is run incorporating uncertainty in
MTBF values in order to determine the median risk actually covered by that manifest, along with 25th and
75th percentile values. The result is a set of curves indicating the mass required to achieve a given level
of maintenance logistics contribution to P(LoC), either under the assumption that MTBF values are fixed
(i.e. the deterministic result) or to achieve a given 25th/50th/75th percentile contribution to P(LoC) when
MTBF uncertainty is taken into account.
In addition, the impact of MTBF uncertainty is examined in greater detail for a specific baseline, where
the maintenance logistics contribution to P(LoC) is 10−3. The Monte Carlo simulation described above is
applied to the manifest that achieves that risk threshold when MTBFs are assumed to be deterministically
known in order to determine the distribution of contribution to P(LoC) actually achieved when uncertainty
in MTBF values is taken into account. Of particular interest are the median contribution to P(LoC) after
uncertainty, as well as the probability of achieving the original target value when uncertainty is taken into
account. This analysis is run for the traditional spares case and the ISM case (i.e. 33% of items considered
manufacturable). In addition, a notional case was created by arbitrarily setting half of the components to
be manufacturable in order to examine how these impacts trend with changes in ISM capability.
A. Model Description
1. Maintenance Demand and Manifest Optimization
For this analysis, component failures are modeled using a Poisson distribution in order to determine
demand for spare parts. It is assumed that all component failures are independent, all repairs are completed
successfully, and that the impact of system downtime while repairs are being implemented are negligible.
The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) for the Poisson distribution then represents the number of
spares that will be required for a given item, and can be used to calculate the individual POS for that item,
POSi, as a function of the number of spares carried for that item. The overall POS is the product of the
POS for each individual item. The manifest optimizer then applies a branch-and-bound discrete optimization
algorithm21,37 to determine the combination of spares that achieves a target POS value for minimum mass.
The maintenance logistics contribution to P(LoC) is equal to 1 minus the overall POS achieved. Scheduled
maintenance demands are accounted for in the manifest optimization algorithm by setting a lower bound on
the number of spares required for life-limited items. A more detailed description of the maintenance demand
and manifest optimization approach is presented by Owens and de Weck.22
The above procedure determines the number of spares required for each item when a traditional sparing
approach is used. When ISM is available, some of these spares are covered from a common pool of raw
material, or feedstock – this is the commonality of material effect described in section III. In this case,
traditional spares for manufacturable items are removed from the manifest and the mass of feedstock required
to cover their potential failures to the same POS level is calculated using the procedure shown in figure 2.9 For
each manufacturable item, the Probability Mass Function (PMF) of the number of corrective maintenance
spares required (i.e. the number of spares beyond those provided for deterministic scheduled maintenance) is
first stretched by the mass of that spare in order to generate a PMF representing the total mass of that spare
that will be required. These spares mass PMFs are then convolved together in order to calculate the PMF
for the total mass of spares that will be required for manufacturable items. This distribution is then used
to select the mass of feedstock required to achieve POS targets. Note that this procedure assumes that all
spares covered by ISM can be manufactured from the same raw material; however, distributions for multiple
different types of feedstock can also be generated given sufficiently detailed knowledge of spares material
composition. A more detailed description of this feedstock modeling approach is presented by Owens et al.9
The result of the above procedure is a total feedstock requirement; when feedstock recycling is available,
this amount is divided by the number of times that a particular unit of feedstock can be recycled. However,
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Figure 2. Procedure used to determine the mass of feedstock required to cover failures of items that can be manufactured
via ISM.9
the minimum mass of feedstock is limited to the mass of the largest spare to be covered by ISM in order
to ensure that a new spare can be printed on demand without having to wait to recycle a failed item. This
constraint may be revisited in future investigations, depending on the time to critical impact after failure
and the risk posture of a given mission. For the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that a given unit of
feedstock can be recycled up to 10 times.
Once the number of spares provided for each item and the total amount of feedstock required are deter-
mined, the total maintenance logistics mass is calculated. Spares counts are multiplied by the mass of the
corresponding spare and summed to determine the total spares mass. In addition, a packaging overhead of
1.5% by mass is applied to spare parts to account for foam and other packaging requirements for spares.38
It is assumed that raw material can achieve 100 times greater volumetric density than traditional spares,6
and therefore the packaging overhead applied to feedstock is 0.015%. This reduction in packaging overhead
for feedstock also accounts for the fact that raw materials will likely be much more robust to launch loads
than finished spares and will therefore require less foam and packaging materials for protection.25 The total
maintenance logistics mass is the sum of the mass of spares, the mass of feedstock, and the mass of packaging
material.
2. Accounting for MTBF Uncertainty
The procedure described in section 1 calculates the total maintenance logistics mass required to achieve
a given risk level under the assumption that all component MTBF values are known. However, significant
epistemic uncertainty in MTBF values may remain that will decrease POS and increase risk for a given set
of spares. The net result is that a significantly higher mass is required to achieve a given risk target, as
described in section II.19 In order to account for the impact of MTBF uncertainty, a Monte Carlo simulation
was executed in which 75,000 simulations were run with a given manifest. In each simulation, a new failure
rate for each component was selected according to the distribution of MTBF changes observed on the ISS.
More details on the distribution used are presented by Stromgren et al.;19 approximately 85% of items
experienced an increase in reliability, and approximately 15% experienced a decrease.19 Once MTBFs are
updated according to this random selection, the overall maintenance logistics contribution to P(LoC) was
recalculated for that manifest for each run. Statistical analysis of the results of the Monte Carlo simulation
were then used to determine the median and 25th/75th percentile values for contribution to P(LoC) actually
achieved by manifest. Since the contribution to P(LoC) is higher when uncertainty is included, the mean
and quartile results do not cover the entire range of risk values examined in the deterministic analysis.
Therefore, a curve fit is used to extrapolate these results across the remaining range of maintenance logistics
contribution to P(LoC).
B. Results
Figure 3 shows the logistics mass required to achieve a desired risk value for the traditional case and cases
with ISM and ISM with material recycling. The manifest required to provide a median a contribution to
P(LoC) of 10−3 has a mass of 17,232kg, and approximately 4,124kg must be added for each additional order
of magnitude reduction in contribution to P(LoC). When ISM is available, the mass required at this risk level
is 12,323kg, a reduction of approximately 28%. The mass cost of additional risk coverage is also reduced,
with each additional order of magnitude reduction in contribution to P(LoC) requiring an additional 2,900kg,
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Figure 3. Maintenance logistics mass required for a 1,100 day DSH mission as a function of contribution to P(LoC)
for traditional spares (black), ISM (blue), and ISM with recycling (green). Median and 25th/75th percentile values are
shown by the line and shaded region, and the deterministic result (without MTBF uncertainty) is shown by the thin
dotted line.
Figure 4. Reduction in DSH maintenance logistics mass from traditional case achieved when ISM (blue) or ISM and
material recycling (green) are used (based on median risk after MTBF uncertainty is included). These results indicate
the change in maintenance logistics mass for DSH critical systems examined here, and do not include the mass of the
ISM system itself or any supporting infrastructure and maintenance mass requirements.
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a 30% reduction of the mass cost to decrease risk compared to traditional spares. When a material recycling
capability is added, the mass required at a POS of 0.999 is 11,254kg – an approximately 34% reduction from
traditional spares, and an 8.7% reduction from the ISM case – and the mass growth per order of magnitude
reduction in contribution to P(LoC) is reduced further to 2,681kg, or 35% less than the traditional spares
case.
Figure 4 shows the total maintenance logistics mass saved when ISM and material recycling are added as
a function of the median contribution to P(LoC) achieved, based on curve fits to the median results shown
in figure 3. The commonality of material and reduced packaging overhead enabled by ISM saves 4,909kg
of maintenance logistics mass required to achieve a baseline median contribution to P(LoC) of 10−3. In
addition, since the rate of mass growth with risk reduction is lower when ISM is available, the maintenance
logistics mass saved increases as maintenance contribution to P(LoC) is reduced, with each order of magnitude
increase in risk reduction targets corresponding to an increase in mass savings of 1,204kg. When feedstock
recycling is available, the maintenance logistics mass saved at the baseline risk level is 5,978kg, and each
order of magnitude reduction in risk corresponds to additional 1,443kg of mass saved from the baseline. Note
that these numbers do not include the mass of the ISM system itself, or its infrastructure and maintenance
mass requirements; they only indicate the impact of ISM on the maintenance logistics mass required for
DSH critical systems.
Figure 5 examines the “mass compression” achieved by ISM and material recycling – that is, the differ-
ence between the mass that was originally required for the components that were manufactured via ISM and
the mass of feedstock required to cover them when ISM is available. For the set of components examined in
this notional case – approximately a third of items in the MEL – the maintenance logistics mass required
(including packaging overhead) is 5,318kg at the baseline target contribution to P(LoC) of 10−3, or approxi-
mately 31% of the total maintenance logistics mass required for the traditional spares case at this risk level.
When ISM is available, these same items are covered by 1,156kg of feedstock (including packaging). This
represents a 78.3% reduction in maintenance logistics mass requirements for these items. Feedstock recycling
reduces the mass even further: only 125kg of feedstock and packaging are required to achieve the same risk
coverage for these items – a 97.7% reduction from the mass required for traditional spares – when both ISM
and feedstock recycling are available.
Figure 6 shows the impact of MTBF uncertainty on the contribution to P(LoC) after uncertainty is
incorporated. The manifest examined here was created using current MTBF estimates to achieve a target
maintenance logistics contribution to P(LoC) of 10−3, then a Monte Carlo analysis of this manifest was
implemented using the procedure described above, where individual item MTBFs were varied according to
the uncertainty distribution described by Stromgren et al.19 Figure 6 clearly demonstrates the asymmetric
impact of variations in MTBF. Even though each item had an 85% chance of experiencing higher reliability,
the net effect of uncertainty tended to increase contribution to P(LoC). However, ISM can reduce the impact
of this effect, since it enables redistribution of maintenance logistics resources in response to variation in
MTBFs.
When traditional spares are used, the median contribution to P(LoC) increases to 0.0270, and the prob-
ability that the contribution to P(LoC) will be higher than the target value of 10−3 is 0.9948; in almost all
cases, overall system reliability is lowered when MTBF uncertainty is accounted for. When 33% of items
can be manufactured via ISM (the same ISM case used in the mass reduction results above), the median
contribution to P(LoC) after uncertainty is reduced to 0.0167. The probability that the contribution to
P(LoC) will be increase when uncertainty is accounted for is also reduced, to a value of 0.9633. When ISM
capability is increased to have the ability to manufacture 50% of items, the median contribution to P(LoC)
Table 1. Summary of the impact of ISM capability on the effects of MTBF uncertainty when applied to a manifest
optimized to achieve a maintenance logistics contribution to P(LoC) of 10-3 in the deterministic case. The median
maintenance logistics contribution to P(LoC) and the probability that the net effect of uncertainty in MTBF values
will be an increase in contribution to P(LoC) are tabulated for cases where traditional spares are used and where 33%





Traditional Spares 0.0270 0.9948
ISM (33%) 0.0167 0.9633
ISM (50%) 0.0084 0.8981
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Figure 5. Mass compression achieved for items that ISM
was applied to, based on the manifest required to achieve a
median contribution to P(LoC) of 10-3. The maintenance
logistics mass associated with spares that are assumed to
be manufacturable via ISM in this analysis is shown when
they are covered by traditional spares (black), ISM (blue),
and ISM with recycling (green).
Figure 6. Distribution of maintenance logistics contribu-
tion to P(LoC) when MTBF uncertainty is incorporated.
The target value for manifesting using current MTBF es-
timates was 10-3. Results are compared for the case using
traditional spares (black) and the ISM capability examined
in this case study (33% of items), as well as a notional case
with increased ISM capability (50% of items).
is further reduced to 0.0084, or approximately 31% of the value for traditional spares. The probability that
the contribution to P(LoC) will increase is similarly reduced to 0.8981. These results are summarized in
table 1.
V. Discussion
A. Reduction of Maintenance Logistics
The above results indicate that ISM has the potential to significantly decrease maintenance logistics
mass for future exploration systems. Mass and risk are tightly coupled for deep space missions, and figure
3 shows that when traditional spares-based approaches are used to maintain systems and drive down risk,
logistics mass grows very quickly. Uncertainty is a major challenge for maintenance logistics planning, both
in terms of the aleatoric uncertainty present in component failure and repair processes and in terms of the
epistemic uncertainty in our understanding of these processes.2,19 As a result, when the current approach
to maintenance logistics is applied to long-endurance missions beyond LEO large amounts of mass must be
carried to drive down risk. Importantly, as noted previously, the risk of not having enough maintenance
supplies is only one of many risks to the crew, so the maintenance logistics contribution to P(LoC) indicated
on the x-axis of figures 3 and 4 are bounds on the level of crew safety that can be achieved on a given mission.
These charts therefore indicate the mass required to be able to achieve a desired level of safety, not the mass
that actually achieves that level. For example, in the Mars transit DSH case examined here 17,232kg are
required to drive the P(LoC) due to maintenance logistics down to a median value of 1 in 1000, and more
mass would need to be carried if the overall mission P(LoC) target is 1 in 1000, since the actual risk to the
crew will be higher than the risk indicated in these charts when all other sources of risk are considered.
ISM helps mitigate some of the detrimental effects of both aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty by provid-
ing additional flexibility in the maintenance logistics process. Raw materials provided for ISM do not need to
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be specialized to a specific spare part until a demand is known (“just-in-time” manufacturing). As a result,
a given unit of raw mass can cover a broader range of failure modes than a specific spare, and maintenance
logistics can be reduced due to greater risk coverage efficiency.9 Effectively, this commonality of material
reduces the impact of aleatoric uncertainty and enables significant reduction in maintenance logistics mass
required to achieve a given risk level – continuing the example from above (contribution to P(LoC) of 1 in
1000), ISM allows a 28% reduction in maintenance logistics mass, reducing the mass required to achieve the
same level of risk to 12,323kg.
In addition to the benefits provided by commonality of material, ISM opens the possibility of material
recycling and/or ISRU to reduce maintenance logistics. This is a technique that has been used to great effect
to reduce ECLS and propellant logistics requirements, but it cannot be similarly applied to maintenance
logistics without an ISM capability. In the case examined above at the example risk level described in the
previous paragraphs, material recycling allows a reduction of 34% from the traditional spares case, reducing
the maintenance logistics mass requirement to 11,254kg. As the ISM capability expands to enable application
to more and more components, the mass reduction impacts of both commonality of material and recycling
will increase.
B. Attenuation of the Impact of MTBF Uncertainty
ISM also helps mitigate the impacts of epistemic uncertainty in item MTBFs, again by enabling flexibility.
When traditional spares are used, maintenance logistics resources must be allocated ahead of time to specific
failure modes. As a result, if a single type of spare exhibits reliability that is lower than anticipated, the
number of spares provided for that item may no longer be sufficient and the spares provided for other failure
modes will not be able to help. Due to the asymmetric impact of variation in reliability on POS, even if the
majority of spares exhibit higher than expected reliability, the spares that have lower than expected reliability
will significantly increase risk for the mission.19,20 However, if an ISM capability is provided, maintenance
logistics resources can be rebalanced in response to unexpectedly low/high failure rates for items that are
covered by ISM. If the demand for spares for a given component is lower than expected because it exhibits
higher reliability, it will use less raw materials, which then increases the mass of raw materials available to
other components covered by ISM. Therefore, if an item has lower than expected reliability and therefore
requires more spares, this mass is available for that purpose and the overall impact on mission risk can
be reduced. The results shown in figure 6 and table 1 indicate that the introduction of an ISM capability
reduced both the median maintenance logistics contribution to P(LoC) after uncertainty and the probability
that MTBF uncertainty would result in an increase in risk. When a greater ISM capability was introduced,
both metrics were decreased even further.
C. Implications for ISS Applications
The case examined in section IV was for a long-endurance Mars transit habitat. For shorter-endurance
missions in LEO, such as the ISS, maintenance logistics impacts will not be as high, since the planning
time horizon is much shorter and therefore uncertainty is reduced. In addition, ready access to on-demand
resupply, extensive Earth support, and the option to abort in the event of an emergency all provide risk
mitigation options that are not available for deep space missions. However, ISM applications on the ISS
could still reduce logistics demand and mitigate additional risk. These applications would not necessarily
reducing P(LoC), since many loss of crew scenarios are covered by abort options. However, they may allow
a reduction in Probability of Loss of Mission (P(LoM)) by reducing the probability that an abort would
be required. If a critical failure occurs that would result in an unsafe condition before a resupply mission
could be prepared and launched, ISM can give the crew broader capability to implement a palliative repair
to maintain critical system functions.
More importantly, however, the ISS is a critical microgravity testbed to develop and validate ISM tech-
nology. These development activities can include the maintenance applications described here; however,
it is important to bear in mind that ISM applications are not limited to only maintenance logistics and
risk reduction. ISM could also be used to support scientific activities, or it may be used to enable entirely
new capabilities. The ISS provides an experimental platform to explore the new solution space available to
designers with the removal of launch constraints.
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D. Assumptions and Limitations
It is important to note that the mass forecasts presented in figure 3 only account for anticipated fail-
ures. As noted in section II, ISS experience demonstrates that unanticipated issues appear in spaceflight
operations, and planning for future missions should expect similar issues to continue to appear. These
unanticipated issues will be particularly prevalent on long missions in relatively unknown environments, and
could significantly increase risk to the crew. The greater flexibility provided by ISM expands the solution
space available to crewmembers in response to these unanticipated events, thereby providing risk mitigation
benefits in addition to the logistics reduction benefits described above.
This analysis also assumed that all spare parts were of the same mass that they are now. As discussed in
section III, design optimization to take advantage of advanced manufacturing techniques such as AM could
allow for direct reduction of the mass of particular items, further reducing mass. Redesign of components
to accommodate ISM capabilities may also be explored even if they result in an increase in component
mass, since the logistics mass reduction benefits outweigh the mass increase resulting from less mass-efficient
component design. Systems analyses such as the one presented in section IV will need to be carried out to
consider the holistic impacts of changes in item mass.
In addition, these results are only for the mass of spares and packaging associated with critical DSH
systems. Other systems would also require spare parts, resulting in an increase in mass. In addition, all
of this logistics mass would have to be stored in a vehicle for transportation, which may incur additional
infrastructure costs. Finally, all of this mass – spares, packaging, and vehicle infrastructure – will require
propellant mass for transportation. Importantly, since these are spare parts to support critical habitat
functions, at least some portion of this mass must travel with the crew to Mars, on trajectories that tend to
be faster and less efficient. In addition, at least some portion of this mass must also travel back to Earth when
the crew leaves Mars, meaning that propellant is required for the inbound trip as well as the outbound one.
The propellant costs associated with this logistics mass depend on the particular transportation architecture
used, and the costs and benefits of the maintenance support and transportation strategy will need to be
carefully examined for proposed mission scenarios.
The modeling approach used here assumed that one stock of feedstock could be used to manufacture any
items included in the manufacturable set, which is an optimistic assumption. As discussed in section IV, the
modeling approach presented in figure 2 could easily be adapted to account for multiple types of feedstock,
given sufficient data on the materials composition of the items to be manufactured. When different types of
material are considered, some of the benefits of ISM described here will likely decrease.
The above results looked only at the impact of ISM on risk and logistics mass for existing systems. The
ISM system itself will have mass that must be considered, and it will introduce new logistics demands and new
risks into the system. For example, if risk coverage for maintenance relies on a manufacturing capability,
and the machinery that enables that capability fails, then a broad area of risk could be left uncovered.
This highlights the need for testing in a relevant spaceflight environment (i.e. the ISS) to understand the
mass, logistics, and risk characteristics of ISM technology. Trade studies examining ISM applications should
be continuously reevaluated as technology capabilities develop and system characteristics become better
understood.
Finally, this paper makes no claims as to what types of components can be produced in space, either
currently or in the future. This analysis approach instead examines what impact an ISM capability could
have on maintenance logistics mass if it were implemented. The modeling framework described in section
IV can be applied to examine a wide range of manufacturing capabilities, and can be updated to account
more detailed aspects such as changes in part mass or reliability as a result of redesign for ISM.
VI. Conclusion
Maintenance logistics are a major driver of risk and mass for deep space missions, and traditional logistics
support techniques are heavily Earth-dependent. New strategies must be developed to enable more distant
human spaceflight by reducing maintenance logistics requirements and mitigating risks via adaptable, resilient
systems that are robust to uncertainty. This paper examined potential applications of ISM to address these
challenges, and presented a quantitative analysis of the impact of ISM on maintenance logistics cost and
risk. In summary, ISM has the potential to:
• Significantly reduce maintenance logistics mass requirements by enabling commonality of material, as
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well as opening the possibility of material recycling and ISRU for spares
• Enable robust, adaptable systems that can evolve to meet unanticipated circumstances, potentially
even mitigating risks from common cause failures
• Enable novel capabilities by eliminating constraints related to launch and packaging requirements
There is likely no single “killer app” for ISM, but it is a capability with broad applications that can drive
down mass and risk while simultaneously enabling new systems. Further technology development is needed to
develop new processes and adapt existing advanced manufacturing techniques to the spaceflight environment,
but these results indicate that if a manufacturing capability can be developed to enable on-demand, adaptable
production it could have significant implications on risk and logistics for future exploration missions.
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